Selective damage to chromatic mechanisms in neuro-ophthalmic diseases I. Review of published evidence.
Acquired color deficiencies may correspond to a general, non-selective loss of visual sensitivity. We summarise evidence for the opposite view that, in some cases, chromatic sensitivity can be more (or less) reduced than achromatic sensitivity. This evidence is based on: (1) Disproportion between chromatic and achromatic isopters; (2) Differential damage to red-green and blue-yellow color vision; (3) Detection static perimetry; (4) The foveal photochromatic interval; (5) The two color threshold technique; (6) Spectral sensitivity on a white background; (7) Single unit and histological studies of the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus; (8) Lesions of the prestriate color area; (9) Selective damage to achromatic processes. Possible problems of interpretation are considered and a new technique for comparing chromatic and achromatic sensitivity is briefly described.